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	NAME: Unae
	DESCRIPTION: The Unae appear extremely alien upon first contact. Looking like a blob-like lump, their body is wrapped in a tough exoskeleton & a soft inner membrane. The jelly-like substance within them ranges from a light lavender to a dark, deep purple & gives them their purplish coloration. The substance also contains all of their major organs. Fluids circulate through fissures in the blubbery material, delivering nutrients throughout their body. Impetuousness is seen as a mental handicap. They were extremely isolationist in their views. Their homeworld, & their 2 colonies, having been recently decimated from orbit by another species (GM's inspiration).  Only a few Unae ships managed to escape this destruction, warping out at the last second in defeat. They & their main strike fleet are all that is left of the Unae people & its independent presence among the stars. Technologically, they are behind the majority of Federation worlds. Names: Male: Savrin Groyolta; Female: Ghitae Bhvlakri
	ERA:  2371 or later (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13:  Let me shake your hand.
	Text Field 7: Control +2, Daring -2, Fitness +1, Presence +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Their only manipulator is their ‘mouth’, an extendable appendage located at the front of their form. It is capable of fine manipulation, but it is rather slow to move. This leads to their actions being exceptionally precise & calculated. In addition, this appendage is the sole entry & exit point into their body. All sustenance & bodily waste passes through it. Most species will agree that they have very poor table manners.
	TALENTS: Unae, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Manipulator [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: You increase the Difficulty by 2, maximum of 5, as it takes you longer to get things done due to your slowness when using your appendage. Though, you gain 1d20 to your rolls as you are precise & calculated in your actions.
	TALENT NAME 2: Exoskeleton [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 2: The Unae have a tough exoskeleton which provides you with a Resistance of 2 vs ALL damage Effects.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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